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Abstract

Every film, from the smallest indie to the biggest studio blockbuster, must be funded, and
all investors who finance a movie expect that the movie will give them a return on their
investment. In order to seek funding, many filmmakers create a business plan to present
to potential investors. Beginning with the film industry as a whole, this paper will define
a specific target audience and distribution plan for one film in order to create a business
plan. The film, titled Intertwined, is an independent low budget family drama that will
primarily raise funds through equity investors. This is a crucial time to test and prove the
marketability of a film before it goes into production.
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Funding a Feature: Creating a Film Business Plan
Introduction
In 2017 alone, over 770 films were released theatrically in the United States.
Theaters are found in nearly every residential area in the country, and the biggest films
can even spread across social and economic divides and become cultural phenomena.
Most moviegoers enjoy these films and forget completely about the enormous business
industry that drives thousands of films to be funded, produced, and distributed across the
nation and the globe each year.1
The cost of the biggest summer blockbusters is astronomically high - in the
hundreds of millions of dollars - and they routinely bring in billions of dollars each year
in domestic box office revenue.2 For instance, the biggest movie of 2018, Avengers:
Infinity War, was made on a budget of $300 million and made a staggering $2 billion
worldwide.3 Hollywood studios regularly make these enormous investments and rely on
huge payoffs. The industry is built on tremendous artistry and storytelling prowess, but
with so much at stake, it could not survive without wise business practices. The
entertainment industry is one of the biggest in the world. Every film is a huge business
decision and risk, and investors and financiers do not take it lightly.

1. Motion Picture Association of America, "2017 Theatrical and Home Entertainment Market
Environment," 2017, https://www.mpaa.org/research-docs/2017-theatrical-home-entertainment-marketenvironment-theme-report/.
2. Ibid.
3. "Avengers: Infinity War," The-Numbers.com, 2019, https://www.the-numbers.com/movie/AvengersInfinity-War.
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Within the massive film industry, the independent sector remains an important
division. Several hundred independent films are produced each year. These films tend to
have more modest budgets than their studio counterparts, ranging from several hundred
thousand dollars to the tens of millions.4 Often these films are funded, at least in part, by
independent investors. At the center of it all – the producer. The producer acquires the
script or source material, raises the money, develops the screenplay, assembles the team,
and carries the film all the way from pre-production, through production, past postproduction, all the way to distribution. The producer is ultimately the person who gets a
film made, and this is recognized each year when the producers of the winner for Best
Picture receive the award at the Academy Awards.5
The producer’s main tool to secure funding from investors is the Film Business
Plan. In the pages of the business plan, a producer will lay out the entire plan from start to
finish and explain how he or she plans on producing the film, including the team that will
work on it and the overall budget. The business plan also includes a discussion and
overview of the current film industry and where a project fits inside it, including target
markets and proposed methods of distribution. It will analyze similar films that have been
released in the past few years and compare them to the proposed film in order to forecast
the amounts of projected revenue investors can expect. Ultimately, the business plan

4. "Movie Market Summary 1995 To 2019," The-Numbers.com, 2019, https://www.thenumbers.com/market/.
5. Maureen A. Ryan, Producer to Producer, 2nd ed. (Studio City: Michael Wiese Productions, 2017), xxiixxiv.
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should show investors how investing in this film will bring them a good return on their
investment.6
This paper and the subsequent business plan will focus on one particular script
titled Intertwined. In this case, the producer of this project, myself, is also the writer of
the script. As producer, I need to raise money from independent investors in order to fund
the production of the film, and so I will be creating a business plan to show the full
commercial potential of Intertwined. This paper will explore the different facets of a film
business plan and what to include inside the plan, including an analysis of the film
industry as a whole, the purpose of a business plan, the specifics of the business plan for
Intertwined, and finally a strategy for how the business plan will be used to approach
investors and secure funding.
The Film Industry
In order to analyze where Intertwined best fits within the film industry and know
how to best craft the business plan, we must first ask a simple question: how are movies
made? Great stories are the driving force behind it all, but Hollywood is a multi-billiondollar industry, and money is king. Louise Levison sums it up in Filmmakers and
Financing when she says, “The biggest misconception about the movie business is that
the movie is more important than the business.”7 Films must be created to make money.
Without profits and revenue, the movie business cannot survive.

6. Louise Levison, Filmmakers and Financing (New York: Routledge, 2017), 10.
7. Levison, Filmmakers and Financing, 5.
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Describing a film as commercial might turn off naïve filmmakers, but it does not
mean the movie has to be made without regard to quality or in a manner inconsistent with
the filmmakers’ vision. In fact, the best films are usually crafted at the intersection of
profitability and art. After all, it is in everyone’s best interest to get the movie in front of
as many people as possible.8
Independent filmmakers are entrepreneurs, building a business from the ground
up. The product they are selling is a film, and when designed properly, these films can be
sold to audiences around the world in a wide range of media – making them very
valuable.9 Levison asserts “independent filmmakers are the best kind of entrepreneurs
because they want to push the edge of the envelope and seek new horizons. They are
major risk takers.”10
Development
Louise Levison shares a great anecdote: “Everything starts with the story.” 11
Sometimes the producer will find a great script and option it by buying the rights to the
script for a limited amount of time in order to develop the project and get it funded before
paying for the full rights. Other times a producer will find source material like a novel,
negotiate for the rights, and hire a writer to develop it into a screenplay.12

8. Levison, Filmmakers and Financing, 5.
9. Angus Finney, The International Film Business (New York: Routledge, 2010), 45.
10. Ibid., 9.
11. Levison, Filmmakers and Financing, 43.
12. Ryan, Producer to Producer, 5.
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Once an independent producer has the rights to a script, the next step is to set up a
production company (if he or she does not already have one). Even if the producer is
making only one film, they are going into business and creating a product. Usually
independent producers will form Limited Liability Corporations for this purpose. LLCs
are easy to set up and offer financial protections to the producer.13
Once a script has been decided on and the production company started, the
producer and his team must decide on a budget. On larger productions, a team of people
is responsible for this, but on smaller indie films, it may only be a single producer
working out a rough budget in this stage. Maureen Ryan describes the benefits of creating
an estimated budget at this stage by saying, “you can begin to visualize the size of the
production, the number of locations and studio days, the number of cast and crew, all the
production design elements, and everything else outlined in the script breakdown.” At
this stage, the producer will decide on the amount of shooting days, the amount of cast
and crew positions, the locations needed, equipment expenses, pre- and post- production
costs, and various other elements that inform the working budget.14
After a budget has been set, the producer can begin the most difficult part of
development: financing the film. For this, he or she will begin creating a business plan
for the script.15 Independent film finance is incredibly prototypical - no film is ever
financed the same way. There are several different avenues producers can take to secure

13. Levison, Filmmakers and Financing, 30.
14. Ryan, Producer to Producer, 72-73.
15. Levison, Filmmakers and Financing, 45.
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money, and often independent productions use a combination of different methods. The
two main categories of film funding are finance and investment.16
Angus Finney defines film finance as a loan, usually given by a financial
institution and based on the condition of a binding agreement against all assets. Most
financial institutions that offer film finance also expect that their repayment be placed
first in the recoupment agreement. When a film begins to make revenue, the bank will
expect that their loan is paid back before the producer and all investors see any profit, and
if the loan is not paid back, they have the right to take possession of all the assets of the
production. However, the advantage of financing a film this way is that after the loan is
repaid, the bank does not receive a share of the net profits. These profits are divided
among the producer, investors, and other individuals that are contractually guaranteed a
share of the net profits, described as having profit participation.17
Film investment or equity sits behind film finance in the recoupment order.
Investors often become co-owners of the film, and therefore share with the producer in
the profits of the film. It is in the investors best interest for the film to break even as soon
as possible in order to share in the profits.18
In certain situations, a producer can also obtain financing for the film by offering
pre-sales – selling the film’s rights to certain territories in advance of the film being
produced and delivered. Usually this option is only available if the film is packaged with

16. Finney, The International Film Business, 61-62.
17. Ibid.
18. Ibid.
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big stars or a well-established director. Generally, the distributor in this situation will
offer a 20% down payment, with the remaining 80% due at delivery of the film. Certain
banks that specialize in entertainment finance will offer an advance of that 80% (minus
their fees) so that the film can be produced.19
Production
Once the money has been raised, usually from a variety of different sources, the
film goes into production. The producer will assemble a team of craftsmen and artists to
bring the vision of the film to life. Often, he or she creates the overall production
schedule, hires the talent, and oversees any major issues that arise during production.
After the production is wrapped, the film enters post-production, where it is edited, the
sound design and score are created, and any additional visual effects are added. At the
end of this process, the producer has a complete film ready for distribution. During
production, there is usually no money coming into the business or revenue generated for
the business, and so for the purposes of this study we will move on to the most important
stage of a film’s lifespan: distribution.
Distribution
The marketing and distribution phase of a film is crucial because up until this
point, the movie has not made a single cent for the producer and his investors. It is crucial
that the producer consider a film’s market and target audience long before any money is

19. Finney, The International Film Business, 46.
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sunk into the project.20 This is why a large amount of the business plan is spent on
describing the industry, the markets, and the distribution plan for the film.
Angus Finney, in The International Film Business, describes the five key sectors
of the world market:
•

North America, including the United States and Canada

•

Europe

•

South East Asia, including most parts of the Pacific

•

Latin America

•

Others, including the Middle East and Africa.21

Within these five sectors are individual territories, most often countries or groups of
countries. The rights to exhibit a film in these territories are often bought and sold
individually in what is usually referred to as a split-rights deal.22 Territories include the
United Kingdom (including Ireland), Spain, Russia, and Brazil, to name a few. It is
important to keep the global market in mind. Producers need to estimate a film’s sales in
these different territories in order to present this data to potential financiers as projected
revenue. 23
It is also crucial to consider the target audience for a film. Robert Marich explains
the four quadrants of movie marketing in Marketing to Moviegoers, illustrated in figure
1.1. Target audiences are usually defined within these four quadrants. In general, the

20. Finney, The International Film Business, 143.
21. Ibid., 45.
22. Mark Litwak, “Domestic Distribution,” in The Independent’s Guide to Film Distribution, ed. Minhae
Shim, Erin Trahan, and Michele Meek (Cambridge: Independent Media Publications, Inc., 2014), 19.
23. Finney, The International Film Business, 46-49.
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youth demographic dominates the cinemaMales under 25

Females under 25

Males over 25

Females over 25

going audience. There is also a subgroup
within the cinema audience that is very
important to annual revenue, commonly
defined as regular moviegoers. These

Figure 1.1: The four quadrants of
movie marketing

regular moviegoers see at least twelve movies a year, and though they account for only
10-12% of the population, they make up 50% of ticket sales. Any marketing and
distribution strategy must consider this group of people.24
Independent films tend to find slightly different audience than studio tentpole
blockbusters. In fact, the main audience for many independent films tends to be ages
thirty and up. However, students ages eighteen to twenty-five are often searching for
more meaningful entertainment and can be an important demographic for so-called
specialist or arthouse films.25 Marich explains this by saying, “independents mostly
target niche audiences – kids, teen, ethnic groups, or sophisticated adult audiences –
because their films typically don’t have the star power or production values of a
mainstream studio release.” Many independent films find acceptance within these smaller
defined groups, and for lower budget films this can serve as a reliable source of revenue.
Because of limited finances, independent films need to carefully define their target
audience and market.26

24. Robert Marich, Marketing to Moviegoers, 3rd ed. (Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press,
2013), 45-48.
25. Finney, The International Film Business, 101.
26. Marich, Marketing to Moviegoers, 263 and 342.
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Producers should also consider theatrical release dates and patterns. Release dates
are almost always centered around a weekend, as three-day weekends (including Friday)
account for 75% of the domestic box office. Independent films tend to release on less
desirable weekends to avoid competing with massive studio films. However, they may
also attempt to counterprogram the major films by offering audiences the opposite
appeal. For instance, an independent film that emphasizes female empowerment may
attempt to counterprogram an action blockbuster starring mostly men. Moviegoers who
are tired of mainstream cinema may consider these films attractive alternatives.27 A
classic example of this occurred in July of 2008 when The Dark Knight and Mamma Mia
both premiered on the same weekend. Both would become huge hits.28
Filmmakers and Financing describes three main theatrical release patterns. Most
studio films opt for a fast release, opening wide in several thousand theaters across the
country and attempting to earn as much money as possible that opening weekend.
Smaller films may opt for a moderate release, often starting in big cities like New York
City and Los Angeles and building critical reviews and audience buzz before releasing
across the country. Low budget independent films may have to take the slow release
approach, starting in only a few theaters and relying on word of mouth to propel them
from city to city. Occasionally these films will be picked up by other distributors and
released online simultaneously.29 The projected pattern of release is important in the

27. Marich, Marketing to Moviegoers, 263 and 279.
28. “Movies Released in 2008,” The-Numbers.com, 2019, https://www.thenumbers.com/movies/year/2008.
29. Levison, Filmmakers and Financing, 131.
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planning phase of film finance because it dictates the timeline of both marketing
expenses and box office revenues.
In addition to theatrical release, The Independent’s Guide to Film Distribution
describes several other distribution avenues. Domestically, there are film festivals, videoon-demand, subscription video-on-demand, television, DVD/Blu-ray, and digital release.
Each one of these can be profitable in different ways, and often a film will use each of
these at different stages in its distribution. Internationally, the options are similar:
festivals, television, DVD, and digital. Generally, television rights tend to be the main
source of revenue abroad.30
Regarding these secondary sources of income, Louise Levison offers a word of
caution about new subscription video on demand services such as Netflix and Amazon
Studios. These businesses often fund films themselves, but if independent investors are
involved nontheatrical releases are generally not favorable to them. Very few Netflix or
Amazon productions ever end up with theatrical releases, so it is unwise to bring on
equity investors if this is the intended primary distribution route.31
State of the Industry
The film industry is just as strong as ever. Angus Finney points out “key
statistical drivers indicate a strong growth rate and a promising horizon.” Since 1985, the
film business has enjoyed a 7.5% - 9% growth rate – nearly triple that of the underlying

30. Litwak, “Domestic Distribution,” 13.
31. Levison, Filmmakers and Financing, 142.
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economy.32 In the past 20 years, according to film statistics website The-Numbers.com,
domestic movie revenue has increased by $4.5 billion.33 There are currently more than
170,000 movie screens in the world,34 of which the United States alone has between
37,000 and 39,000 in over 6,000 theaters nationwide.35
The theatrical industry continues to hold firm, despite the rising popularity of
alternative forms of entertainment and distribution. “Despite growing competition from
movies on home video and television, US cinema remained steady at 1.3 - 1.5 billion
tickets sold annually in recent years,” states Robert Marich.36 When you consider the
average price for a movie ticket in the United States, $8, this adds up to a record setting
$11 billion in domestic revenue in 2016.37 Incredibly, more than three quarters of the US
and Canada population went to the movies at least once in 2017. Movie theaters continue
to draw more people annually than all theme parks and major sports arenas combined.38
Globally, the international film industry grows at rates that far exceed the
oversaturated domestic market. Total global box office in 2017 crested the $40.6 billion
mark, setting a record high. As numbers continue to come in for 2018, it looks likely a

32. Finney, The International Film Business, 5.
33. "Movie Market Summary," The-Numbers.com.
34. MPAA, "2017 Theatrical and Home Entertainment Market Environment.”
35. Marich, Marketing to Moviegoers, 288.
36. Ibid., 252.
37. Brent Lang, “The Reckoning: Why the Movie Business Is in Big Trouble,” Variety, 2017,
https://variety.com/2017/film/features/movie-business-changing-consumer-demand-studios-exhibitors1202016699/.
38. MPAA, "2017 Theatrical and Home Entertainment Market Environment.”
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new record will be set.39 However, it is important to note that although just 27% of global
screens are in the United States and Canada and they receive just 19% of worldwide
ticket sales, 31% of global revenue comes from the domestic box office. Most Hollywood
movies make about half of their box office revenue domestically and half internationally.
This is largely due to a high average ticket price in the US, ensuring that domestic sales
remain a large source of revenue for these films.40
Independent films, while not reaching the towering revenue heights of major
studio motion pictures, remain an important part of the film industry. The-Numbers.com
estimates that independent film now accounts for over one third of all wide theatrical
releases in the United States.41 Members of the Independent Film Trade Association,
which monitors market developments in independent film, have logged over $3 billion in
international film sales each year.42
PricewaterhouseCoopers, a multinational corporation specializing in business
research and consulting services, conducted a recent study of the film industry,
accompanied by a projection for the next four years. “Total cinema revenue in the US
will remain stable through 2022 in spite of unstable market conditions,” they project.
According to their figures, the domestic box office should reach new heights of $12.3
billion by 2022. While this number is partly driven by inflation and rising ticket prices, it

39. MPAA, "2017 Theatrical and Home Entertainment Market Environment.”
40. Marich, Marketing to Moviegoers, 281-288.
41. "Movie Market Summary," The-Numbers.com.
42. Finney, The International Film Business, 46.
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demonstrates the continuing viability of the industry and its ability to continue to
generate steady revenue.43 The Chairman and CEO of the Motion Picture Association of
America, Charles H. Rivkin, summed it up best when he stated in their 2017 report, “The
strong and vibrant theatrical and home entertainment market is expanding on many
fronts, constantly innovating to deliver an unparalleled experience to audiences
worldwide.”44 The business plan for Intertwined will be situated within this growing
market, and it must be carefully designed to take advantage of these conditions.
The Film Business Plan
Why a Business Plan?
Nine out of ten business ventures fail.45 A film production, just like any other
business, needs a solid plan for how it is to raise money and make money, for how it is
going to operate as a business, and for how it is going to produce and market its product –
the film. For all these purposes, the business plan is vital. Louise Levison calls it “the
entrepreneur’s single most valuable document.”46 Within the pages of the business plan is
an entire blueprint for how the production is to operate and how it plans on providing a
profit to investors. Plans change, and the film industry is always fluid and ever shifting.
However, there is power even in the process of writing a plan, says K. Dennis Chambers

43. “US edition: Global Entertainment & Media Outlook 2018-2022,” PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2018,
https://www.pwc.com/us/en/industries/tmt/library/global-entertainment-media-outlook.html.
44. MPAA, "2017 Theatrical and Home Entertainment Market Environment.”
45. Finney, The International Film Business, 141.
46. Levison, Filmmakers and Financing, 10.
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in The Entrepreneur’s Guide. The process of researching the market, defining a target
audience, and coming up with a plan for distribution are invaluable tools, even if things
change by the time the film is produced.47
A business plan is also used to attract investors and demonstrate to them that there
is a viable plan in place to make money. Investors are interested in only two things,
explains Angus Finney: how much cash does your idea generate, and how fast does it
flow? The producer/entrepreneur must ask himself three questions as he creates the
business plan:
1. Can I make money with this investment?
2. Do I understand the business I am investing time and money into?
3. Do I trust the people I am investing with?

If the answer to all three of these questions is yes, the producer is ready to create the
plan.48 The previous discussion about the film industry has given us the necessary
information to answer these questions and move forward with the business plan itself.
The Executive Summary
The first section of the business plan is also the last to be written: The Executive
Summary. Levison describes this section as “the hook that pulls readers into your net.”
Much like the abstract at the head of this paper, it is a brief overview of what the rest of
the document will contain: the people, products, and goals of the production. Often an

47. K. Dennis Chambers, The Entrepreneur’s Guide to Writing Business Plans and Proposals (Westport:
Praeger Publishers, 2008), 3.
48. Finney, The International Film Business, 141.
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investor will read this section first and then skip to the financial section to make sure the
math checks out. This is the first opportunity for the producer to make a positive
impression and demonstrate to the potential investor why they should invest in the film.49
By this stage in the writing process, the producer will have already verified that
the film is reasonable and rational and that there is a sufficient expectation of making a
profit that can be passed on to investors. This is the section of the Business Plan where it
is crucial to present this reasoning to investors, and the first section of the Executive
Summary is often called Strategic Opportunity for this very reason. This is also an
important spot to summarize the film industry as a whole and describe the growing
opportunities within it to sell a product.50
After the Strategic Opportunity section, the Executive Summary includes a brief
summary of the following sections, beginning with a paragraph on The Company. This
section should introduce the reader to the name of the company, the type of films the
company will produce, and introduce the production team. After that is a paragraph on
The Film. This is a great place to give the logline for the film or films the business plan
will be detailing later on. Levison says, “Normally I include one or two lines that have
some punch or are intriguing while still giving the investor the essence of the story.”51
Next is a brief overview of The Industry. The producer should mention a few
similar films that have done well in the box office, as well as provide statistics that show

49. Levison, Filmmakers and Financing, 15-18.
50. Ibid., 17-19.
51. Ibid., 19-21.
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the health of the overall industry. A quote or two from notable executives in the industry
can add a bit of credence to the claims. Following that, the producer will need to give a
paragraph on The Markets for the film. This should again be a brief overview of the more
detailed section to come, highlighting the target markets and age groups the film will be
marketed toward. An explanation of specific marketing routes is also appropriate.52
At this point comes a brief overview of The Distribution, briefly mentioning the
intended distribution route for the film, as well as any distributors that may have already
expressed interest in the project. If the investor is interested in finding out more, they can
visit the more in-depth distribution section to come.53
The last section of the Executive Summary is often called Investment Opportunity
and Financial Highlights. This is where the producer can describe exactly how much
money they are asking for and briefly explain how the money will be made back.
Projected profits and timelines are important to mention here. Because a good Executive
Summary is only one to two pages, summarizing is important. If an investor is interested,
he or she will take his time going through the rest of the document to get the details.
Filmmakers and Financing makes one more important note – be careful not to make
guarantees. Nothing about investing is guaranteed, especially in the film business. Use
words like projection, forecast, and estimate.54

52. Levison, Filmmakers and Financing, 19-21.
53. Ibid.
54. Ibid., 21-22.
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The Company
The next major section of the business plan goes into detail about the company
behind the film. As mentioned before, even if the producer is making just one film, he or
she is still operating a business and producing a product. It is important that as the
producer goes through this section, they set both personal and professional goals for
themselves. Even if these are not included in the business plan, they will be a helpful
guide throughout the production process. For a first-time filmmaker, producing just one
film is a reasonable initial goal.55
“For a business to run successfully, everyone must agree on its purpose, direction,
and method of operation,” Levison explains. It is crucial to the success of a film that the
right people are on board. Potential investors will want to know who is on the team and
what track record they have. This is an important time for the producer to convince an
investor that they know what they are doing, that they are creating a marketable,
profitable product, and that they can pull it all off. 56
The specific type of company will be laid out in this section, usually an LLC. The
producer should also mention what type of film or films the company will be producing.
If the film(s) is about a specific topic or appeals to a specific group of people, the investor
will want to know about it. As with all sections of the plan, the Company section needs to
be thorough and concise. As Filmmakers and Financing points out, “People with money

55. Levison, Filmmakers and Financing, 25-31.
56. Ibid., 23-28.
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tend to know other people with money.” Even if the first investor who gets your business
plan passes on it, he might know other investors who would be interested.57
If the company plans on primarily pursuing independent financing from equity
investors, this is a great place to mention this. For instance, a producer might secure
independent financing in order to make the best possible deals with all those involved and
maximize returns to investors by minimizing the number of individuals and entities in the
recoupment chain.58 More detail will appear in the Finance section of the business plan.
Lastly, the Company portion of the business plan should include the names and
highlight the relevant experiences of all those in high level management positions and
key above-the-line personnel on the film. Often, certain below-the-line crew members are
included as well, such as the cinematographer or musicians. This section should set the
investor’s mind at ease that this team will be able to produce the film they have promised.
It needs to be short and to the point – no more than one to two paragraphs per person.
Full crew resumes may go in the appendices, if they are included at all. Filmmakers and
Financing strongly recommends attaching someone to the film with a high level of
experience in the field. This may mean a first-time producer agrees to co-produce the first
feature film with another more experienced producer, or they agree to bring on an
experienced executive producer.59

57. Levison, Filmmakers and Financing, 30-35.
58. Ibid.
59. Ibid., 36-42.
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The Film
Levison reminds, “Everything starts with the story.” Any potential investor will
want to know the story of the film before investing. After all, without a compelling story
the film will have no chance at getting meaningful distribution. In this section of the
business plan, the producer will want to include a one to two-page synopsis of the script.
This is not the place to tease at the story – investors will want to know the entire film
from beginning to end before giving up any of their money.60
This is also an appropriate place to go into detail about the content that will
appear in the film, as well as the anticipated rating. Investors will be interested in these
details, and it protects the producer down the road. The last thing he or she wants is an
investor who owns a share of the company getting involved in the creative process of the
film and forcing the producer and director to make content changes. Upfront transparency
and honesty will pay off in the long run.61
Finally, the producer must mention ownership of the script in this section. If for
some reason he or she does not yet own the rights to produce the film from the script, or
if the script is under a temporary option agreement, the investors will want to know. This
is also a great time to mention if any of the producer or his management have personal
funds invested in the project. This demonstrates the confidence of the team in the film
and should give the investor similar confidence.62

60. Levison, Filmmakers and Financing, 43-45.
61. Ibid., 48.
62. Ibid., 50-53.
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The Industry
At this stage in the business plan, the producer will go into the details of the
financial industry. Often, independent investors will be new to investing in film, and so
the producer should explain how the industry works from start to finish, much like the
opening section of this paper. Louise Levison mentions this is an important time to
identify all the sources of revenue, from theatrical release to secondary sources, including
both domestic and international distribution routes. Investors will want to know all of the
different ways films make money.63
This is also an important time to clarify important parts of the film industry that
investors may not understand, like how many actors will not sign contracts until after the
funding is already secured, and how most distribution deals do not take place until after
the film is well into production. Explain to investors how both the studio and independent
sectors of the industry work and use this opportunity to reassure them that you have done
your research and know what you’re talking about.64
Often, many charts and figures will be included in this section, as well as common
figures about the profitability of the industry in general. It is also helpful to mention the
cost and benefits of the small margins and lower overhead built in to most independent
films – usually around 5%. Although there is a higher chance of failure, once these films
break even, they can turn a great profit.65

63. Levison, Filmmakers and Financing, 61-62.
64. Ibid., 62 and 86.
65. Finney, The International Film Business, 6.
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The Markets
This section of the business plan will focus on the target market of the film, going
into detail about the popularity of the genre, subgenre, and themes that the film includes.
Plenty of facts should be included to back up these assertions. This is a great opportunity
to introduce several films with similar budgets, genres, and target audiences that have
already been released into the marketplace. These films will be used again in the Finance
section of the business plan.66
The producer should use this space to describe who and how many the end users
of the film will be. Go into detail about the demographics of the target audience,
including age, sex, and other identifiable characteristics, including the types of films,
genres, subgenres, and themes that they are usually interested in. This is where the four
quadrants and specific subgroups come into play. Specialty films may target very specific
socioeconomic/ethnic groups, and the investors will want to know that this audience has
been researched and that there is a plan in place to reach them.67
Filmmakers and Financing explains the four Ps of marketing: product, price,
place, promotion. These should factor into this section of the business plan. Describe the
film, it’s audience, and how it will reach that audience. These are all important things for
the producer to know ahead of time, and this part of the business plan demonstrates this
forethought to the investor.68

66. Levison, Filmmakers and Financing, 88 and 100.
67. Ibid., 90-98.
68. Ibid., 103.
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Distribution
In the next two to three pages the producer needs to describe possible methods
and avenues of distributing the finished film. The distribution system of the film industry
is one of the more complicated aspect of filmmaking, and so care should be taken that
everything is explained to the investor. Make sure that potential investors understand that
distributors have tremendous power in independent film, as they handle marketing to the
general public and control how a film is portrayed, from the poster design to the sales
strategy. All distributors, whether a studio or not, will want control over the title and the
cut of a film at a minimum.69
In this section, make sure the investors are clear on how much of the final profits
the distributor will take, generally up to 35% of the box office revenue. This is also an
important time to describe the overall strategy for bringing distributors on board and what
kind of release (fast, moderate, or slow) the film is anticipated to have. If theatrical
release is the target, and Levison recommends that this be the case, be clear to investors.
Be sure to explain to investors why aiming for SVOD services like Netflix might not be
the best avenue in order to recoup their funds. Overall, this strategy should line up with
the target audience described in the last section of the business plan.70
It is also important to consider both domestic and foreign distribution
opportunities. Domestic is often defined as “North America, which is comprised of the
USA and Canada, as well as their possessions, territories, commonwealths, protectorates,

69. Levison, Filmmakers and Financing, 113-128 and 137.
70. Ibid., 127-142.
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and trusteeships.” Anything beyond this scope falls under Foreign or International
distribution.71 This is a great opportunity to explain to potential investors how split-rights
deals work and the opportunities for many forms of ancillary revenue beyond the
domestic box office.
Once again, the business plan must not include any guarantees of distribution. Be
sure to use language like “we intend to get distribution” in this section. The producer
must remind investors that the figures contained in this section are estimates based on
industry formulas and that specifics will vary. Remember, every film, especially
independent film, is prototypical and no two are exactly alike.72
Statement of Risk
At this point in the business plan, it is wise to include a brief statement of risk.
Investing is an inherently risky venture and it is standard practice in any kind of request
for equity funds to include some language that clarifies this. This is designed to protect
the producer in the case of a lawsuit.73
Financial Plan
The reality is, “film is probably the worst investment anyone could ever make.” It
can be difficult for new filmmakers to create a sense of confidence in investors reading
the business plan. That is why the financial section is so important. Often investors will
jump right to this section after reading the Executive Summary. If a producer can make a

71. Litwak, “Domestic Distribution,” 17.
72. Levison, Filmmakers and Financing, 139-140.
73. Ibid., 149.
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compelling argument in the financials as to why the film will make a profit in the
marketplace, he or she has a chance at securing investor funds.74
Louise Levison asserts, “Investors are gamblers no matter what their reasons.”
Risk is an essential part of any investment, and investors know this. So what reasons
might attract an investor to film? Some investors may be interested in a film with a
specific message, or one that targets a specific group of people. That is why it is
important to point out all these things in the previous section of the business plan.
However, the producer also needs to be careful of investors who demand certain things
such as changes in content, restrictions in length, and a constrained production timeline.
Not all investors will be a good fit for the production, and as difficult as it may be, the
producer may have to turn down some sources of money.75
It is typical for investors to ask for at least a 50% share in the film, and in some
instances depending on the amount of funding requested, this may go up to as much as
80%. Serious investors will want to see substance and detail, especially in this Financial
section. They want to see that this business venture is based on facts and common sense.
This is also an important time to restate what types of financing the film will pursue,
including equity investors and any bank finance or pre-sales.76
Although no one can completely predict the future, forecasting revenue is a
crucial part of this process. To answer common questions about the dangers of

74. Levison, Filmmakers and Financing, 153-154.
75. Ibid., 156-158.
76. Ibid., 161-162 and 176.
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forecasting, Levison says this in Filmmakers and Financing: “No one can afford to run a
country, school, or film business without having an educated guess about what will
happen based on current and past results…You need a logical basis for going ahead with
the project and asking other people for money.” For this purpose, a producer needs to
find several similar films and track in detail their budgets and the dollar returns they
received. These films can be found by comparing theme, genre, target audience, budget,
and release date, and should go back at least five years.77
When comparing similar films producers need to be realistic and conservative
with their figures. There are always one or two outliers – films that exploded and made
several multiples of their budget – but these films are not the norm and this kind of
forecasting is deceptive. Wise investors will see right through this type of logic. The
second major section of the Financial section includes several tables and figures breaking
down these similar films and showing piece by piece how they spent and made their
money. Before this section, the producer will want to add a paragraph or two on the
assumptions that went into creating the tables so that investors can see how they came to
the conclusions they did and what their sources were.78
Levison recommends breaking down the revenue stream of films into four parts:
•

Domestic Theatrical Rentals - the portion of the box office that comes back to the
distributor and then the producer

•

Domestic Ancillary Revenue - revenue from all nontheatrical sources

77. Levison, Filmmakers and Financing, 163 and 179-181.
78. Ibid., 185-190.
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•

Foreign Theatrical Rentals – international box office revenue

•

Foreign Ancillary Revenue - international revenue from nontheatrical sources.

These are combined to illustrate Total Revenue, out of which the film negative costs,
print and advertising costs, and all other overhead costs are subtracted to equal the gross
profit (or loss).79
One other important financial statement should be included as well. The Cash
Flow Statement should show the forecasted timing of incoming revenue and outgoing
expenses. Films are a unique business because almost all the budget is spent before ever
receiving any revenue. This should all be made clear in this statement. Generally, films
spend about one year in production and then are distributed over two or three quarters,
spending on average 4.5 weeks in theaters and then moving on to ancillary and
international revenue sources.80
Building a Business Plan
Now that we have established how the film industry works and the basic building
blocks of a business plan, we will turn our attention back to the feature length script at
hand. Intertwined is a family drama about a husband and his wife who struggles with
cancer and the choices they must make when she becomes pregnant in the middle of it
all. It is simple to shoot, involving minimal locations and cast, and can be done with a
very low budget.

79. Levison, Filmmakers and Financing, 186-188.
80. Ibid., 191.
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Louise Levison reminds us that a business plan is ultimately a sales document – it
needs to focus on its customers and show investors why this investment opportunity is
what they have been looking for.81 In the commercial sector, film industry investments
are often viewed as alternative investments to more typical options. A large part of the
business plan will be focused on showing potential investors why the film industry is a
great choice to invest in.82 As the producer, I need to create realistic expectations and find
investors that want to be associated with the kind of quality entertainment I want to
produce.
Similar Films
In order to provide a good estimation of an appropriate budget, target audience,
distribution routes, and return on investment, there are five similarly positioned films that
have come out recently and will be included in the business plan. These films were
selected because they have themes, genres, budgets, ratings, and target audiences like
Intertwined.
The first film is October Baby, which came in in 2012. October Baby focuses on
many themes and messages that are similar to the ones in Intertwined, and it was shot on
a $1 million budget, eventually making over $5 million on box office revenue.83
Secondly, the film I’ll See You in My Dreams became a low budget independent hit in
2015. Also produced on a budget of $1 million, it grossed $7.4 million worldwide, all

81. Levison, Filmmakers and Financing, 257-258.
82. Finney, The International Film Business, 148.
83. "October Baby,” The-Numbers.com, 2019, https://www.the-numbers.com/movie/October-Baby.
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with only a limited theatrical release and few marketable stars.84 Another film with a
similar target market is Forever My Girl, which just recently premiered in 2018. It was
made with a slightly higher budget, $3.5 million, and released wider, making over $16
million in the box office.85 Hunt for the Wilderpeople was made as a low budget
independent film in 2016 on a budget of $2.5 million. After awards success on the
festival circuit, it was released theatrically and made almost $24 million.86 Finally, the
recent film Searching, released in 2018, is a classic example of a low budget independent
film that became a breakout hit, inciting a bidding war at Sundance, getting a wide
theatrical release, grossing over $75 million worldwide, and turning its actors into stars.87
Budget
Based on an analysis of the target market and similarly produced films, I have
decided on a budget of roughly $1 million, putting the film solidly in the independent low
budget realm. Because of the genre and the theme of the piece and its limited intended
audience, I believe that this budget is appropriate. Using the book Scheduling and
Budgeting Your Film by Paula Landry,88 I was able to produce a workable budget for
Intertwined that comes in at a grand total of $1,016,444.

84. “I’ll See You in My Dreams,” The-Numbers.com, 2019, https://www.the-numbers.com/movie/ill-seeyou-in-my-dreams.
85. “Forever My Girl,” The-Numbers.com, 2019, https://www.the-numbers.com/movie/forever-my-girl(2017).
86. “Hunt for the Wilderpeople,” The-Numbers.com, 2019, https://www.the-numbers.com/movie/hunt-forthe-wilderpeople.
87. “Searching,” The-Numbers.com, 2019, https://www.the-numbers.com/movie/searching-(2018).
88. Paula Landry, Scheduling and Budgeting Your Film (Burlington: Focal Press, 2012), 172-208.
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This working budget is based on several assumptions, including a non-union
shoot and using unknown actors in order to keep the cost down. It also includes room to
bring on another more experienced producer and a professional crew. As far as
equipment goes, it is based on a digital production using a RED camera. The script only
calls for a limited cast and limited locations, so this is reflected in the budget as well.
Market
As Angus Finney points out, the target audience for most independent films is
much different that the studio blockbusters, usually targeting audiences thirty and up.89
Intertwined is no exception. It is not an action movie, not filled with computer generated
images and epic scale, and it does not feature any major movie stars. Instead, it is a
simple but powerful character drama, and we will be primarily targeting what Marich
calls the “sophisticated adult audience.”90 Within this section of the market, the female
quadrant will be most important primarily because of the strong themes of love and
family.
Another important demographic for Intertwined will be young couples. Because
the film deals with a young marriage, pregnancy, and parenting, I believe it will find a
strong audience among this males and females ages 25-35 that are married and have or
are expecting young children. On a broader scale, parents in general will find greater
meaning in Intertwined because of their own life experiences.

89. Finney, The International Film Business, 101.
90. Marich, Marketing to Moviegoers, 263.
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Although the film deals with adult situations and themes, it is important for us to
keep the content rating to a minimum for a couple reasons. First, our target audience
includes a lot of older men and women with children who are much more likely to attend
a film that their kids can sit in on. Secondly, although R-rated films receive more critical
praise and awards buzz, films rated PG-13 and below make up the vast majority of box
office revenue.91 We will be aiming for a PG rating in order to not limit the audience of
Intertwined and make the most revenue possible.
Distribution Routes
Based on the budget, target audience, our limited marketing dollars, and the
release histories of high-performing low budget independents, I believe the best route for
Intertwined is to apply to film festivals after production, gain recognition among critics
and generate word-of-mouth buzz, and attract distributors who will give it a limited
theatrical release, after which we will pursue ancillary revenue sources and international
distribution. I’ll See You in My Dreams,92 Searching,93 and Hunt for the Wilderpeople94
all pursued this same route with much success.
Because I anticipate funding Intertwined mostly from independent investors, after
production there is no guaranteed distribution. However, by utilizing film festivals in

91. Marich, Marketing to Moviegoers, 274.
92. “I’ll See You in My Dreams,” Box Office Mojo, 2019,
https://www.boxofficemojo.com/movies/?id=dreams15.htm.
93. “Searching,” Box Office Mojo, 2019,
https://www.boxofficemojo.com/movies/?page=main&id=searching.htm.
94. “Hunt for the Wilderpeople,” Box Office Mojo, 2019,
https://www.boxofficemojo.com/movies/?page=main&id=huntforwilderpeople htm.
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order to find awareness and draw attention to the movie, I believe that we can attract
distributors who will be willing to purchase the domestic rights and distribute it
theatrically, even on a limited scale. This will be the best route to get the best return on
investment for all the investors.95 The downside to this system is that the distributor will
likely take a sizable percentage of the box office revenue, and so this will have to be
carefully communicated to potential investors in the business plan.96
As part of the distribution deal, we will make sure to retain the rights to sell the
film internationally and in ancillary markets.97 A recent article from Variety magazine
highlights the fact that across the board, shorter theatrical runs are pushing quicker home
rollouts, and so we want to be cognizant of this trend and prepared to take action quickly
after the theatrical run has ended, especially if the film only gets a limited release. After a
theatrical run, Intertwined could be sold to SVOD platforms, released on DVD and Bluray, and sold directly from platforms like iTunes. The good news is that “there are more
buyers than ever before for films, and more ways to get them in front of audiences.”98 No
distribution is guaranteed, but based on the history of the market and the quality end
product, I believe that this is a functional plan that offers a reasonable assurance of return
on investment.

95. Litwak, “Domestic Distribution,” 13-14.
96. Levison, Filmmakers and Financing, 127.
97. Litwak, “Domestic Distribution,” 16.
98. Lang, “The Reckoning.”
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Target Reader
Throughout the writing of the business plan, K. Dennis Chambers suggests having
a target reader in mind.99 For the purposes of this business plan, I will define my target
reader as a wealthy, older investor. He or she has a wide array of investments and is
looking to expand into a different industry. They are also interested in funding so-called
legacy projects, films that have positive messages and the potential to create social
change that will outlive them. They have reached the pinnacle of his own career and
achievements and is now interested in investing in newer, younger, talent. Throughout
the writing process, I will keep this target reader in the back of my mind.
Formatting
As far as general writing and formatting notes go, The Entrepreneur’s Guide is
full of them. The business plan should include well-designed and placed graphics to
increase interaction between the reader and the project and to illustrate financial trends.
Each chart or table needs to have a number and a title and should be positioned as close
as possible to its mention in the text. Overall, the written page should provide enough
white space to avoid clutter. Subheadings can be used to great effect to break up the page
and highlight important things for the reader. Often investors will receive a stack of
business plans, and they need to be able to skim through them quickly and understand the
scope and benefits of the film. A simple serif font should be used for readability.100

99. Chambers, The Entrepreneur’s Guide, 20.
100. Ibid., 53-59.
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Finding Investors
As mentioned before, the business plan is a sales document, and the customers it
is targeted to are investors who want to invest in the alternative market of film. But
finding these investors is not always easy. Louise Levison offers a few ideas in
Filmmakers and Financing. First, she says beginning filmmakers often will have a better
chance of finding investors outside of oversaturated markets like LA and NYC. For
instance, many filmmakers come from other parts of the country and the world, and these
can be great places to look.101 Personally, I am from a small rural part of Pennsylvania,
and so when I try to find investors for this project it would benefit me if I began by
looking back at home.
Investing in the film industry can seem exciting because of the prospects of
hitting it big, but it is also a very risky investment venture, and most investors understand
this. Because of that, it is important to find investors, especially in the low budget
independent world, that truly believe in the project and the people behind it. Intertwined
is a story about family, love, and loss, and so it would benefit me to find investors who
care about those topics and are genuinely interested in supporting a project that deals with
them.102
Finally, Chambers suggests adding a customized cover letter to every business
plan that is sent out. This special touch, personalized to each reader, demonstrates how
much I as the producer care about them as an individual and why they in particular

101. Levison, Filmmakers and Financing, 160.
102. Ibid., 258.
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should invest in my film. It offers me an opportunity to communicate my vision
specifically with that reader and include my contact information for them to get in touch
with me. Overall, it sets the tone for the entire business plan, which is to be professional
yet friendly and approachable.103
Conclusion
The main measure of success in a business plan lies not in creating a beautiful
layout or extensive financial diagrams – although those are all important parts. True
success is in convincing an investor to give thousands, if not millions, of his own dollars
in order to fund a project and make a film. With stakes like that, it is no wonder the
creation of the business plan involves so much research, work, and thought.
There are many different facets of the film industry and a lot of intricate details
involved in every stage of film production. The business plan must deal with all of them
and provide a comprehensive blueprint for the production of the film. The film industry
brings in billions of dollars in revenue each year, but each film is a huge gamble
involving millions of dollars. Investors and producers alike do not take these risks
without carefully considering the likelihood of a film turning a reasonable profit.
Using the research in this paper, I will be able to create a detailed business plan
that carefully points out all the possible sources of revenue and all the end users of
Intertwined. The independent film industry has been steadily growing, and with the right
combination of story, budget, cast, crew, a target audience, and a plan for marketing and
distribution, a low budget film like Intertwined can be successful.

103. Chambers, The Entrepreneur’s, 27-33.
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